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Security operations centers (SOCs) standardize what SOCs do. Most SOCs are designed as a centralized mode which serves for single organization. The single-organisation SOCs face structural challenges in addressing operational security scenarios where the incidents span multiple organisations, and where these organisations habitually deliver services in a synergistic way. In this paper, we propose the distributed security operation center (DSOC) that provides the distributed working mechanism for multiple organizations over the wide area network by combining their security probes. The security probes of DSOC are deployed in the different organizations to collect data and the collected data is transferred over wide area network to the data analysis center of the DSOC. Especially, the data communication between security probes and data analysis center is encrypted to ensure the data security of every organization. The data analysis center adopts rule-based, AI-based and threat intelligence-based algorithms to detect cyber-attacks. The detection results are input into the automated response module in the DSOC. The automated response module is the client-server structure and the client are installed in the security probe. The server of the automated response sends commands across the wide area network to the target client of the security probe to block the attackers quickly, and meanwhile the communication between client and server in the response processes is encrypted. In addition, the threat intelligence component of DSOC can aggregation intelligence from the organizations and easily share this intelligence with all organizations based on the distributed security probes. The DSOC also builds the security situational awareness system that visualizes the cyber threats of every organization and set the permission to view the security situation by using access control for every organization. The DSOC has been applied to institute of high energy physics (IHEP) and deployed in several collaborative large scientific facilities and scientific data centers since 2021. The security protections are persistently provided to all organizations within the DSOC framework.
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1. Introduction

IHEP suffers frequent attacks by adversaries with different agendas. To minimize cybersecurity risks and improve the security operations of IHEP, we have created the Security Operation Center (SOC) in 2021 in IHEP [1], which is a centralized defense group in IHEP based on five data processing layers: data collection, data preprocessing, data storage, data analysis and data application. However, the current SOC setup is mainly used for ensuring the network security of one site and is insufficient to defend against cyber-attacks for several collaborative large scientific facilities and scientific data centers across the wide area network.

In this paper, a distributed SOC (DSOC) is proposed which can protect several sites from cyber threats and achieve coordinated operation among multiple sites across the wide area network. The proposed DSOC has three features:

- Multiprobe distributed framework: The proposed DSOC contains a data analysis center in IHEP and a few security probes in the sites. The data analysis center interacts with security probes in client-server mode and integrates data from several sites to achieve multi-site collaboration.

- Multi-function security probe: The security probe can support network traffic and security logs collection, and perform automatic response at the sites by combining data from the central data analysis center and security devices of sites. In addition, threat intelligence can be quickly shared with several sites by using security probe.

- Centralized data analysis: The data analysis center can centralize analysis of all site data and detect known and unknown attacks in the specific security scenarios by rule-based methods and machine learning algorithms.

2. Related work

Security Operations Centers (SOCs) have been created by many organizations or enterprises as effective cybersecurity monitoring solutions. D. Crooks presents a minimum viable security operation center for the modern grid environment[2, 3]. This security operation center reference design is based on 4 different stages: data sources and threat intelligence, data pipelines, storage and visualisation, alerting. Besides, Bidou presents the implementation of a completely integrated security operation center (SOC), called SOCBox in order to overcome the limitations of IDS[4, 5]. In addition, Ganame[6] presents several methods used to test the accuracy and the performance of the SOCBox. Miloslavskaya [7] presents security information center to empower information security management for intranets all organizations. Radu [8] proposes a few architectural considerations regarding frameworks and operating models that can be used when building a variably sized SOC. The SOC framework is proposed comprising log collection, analysis, incident response, reporting, personnel and continuous monitoring [9–12]. Settani[13] proposes a system architecture for a national SOC, defining the functional components and interfaces it comprises. Tafazzoli [14] customizes SOC for OpenStack environment to detect cloud specific attacks. The customized SOC receives and normalizes OpenStack alerts. The above mentioned SOC setup is mainly used for ensuring the network security of one organization or enterprise.
In order to defend against cyber-attacks for several collaborative organizations or enterprises across the wide area network, the distributed SOC is more appropriate. The Splunk can analyse and manage logs from multi-customer based on the Splunk agents and universal forwarders. In addition, the commercial NGSOC[15], T-sec[16], and ISOP[17] can provide the security operations for several organizations by using several probes. However, during the trial process of these products in IHEP, it was found that there were problems such as high deployment and maintenance costs, insufficient scalability, data security risks, and insufficient timeliness of response, which could not fully meet the needs of security operations in IHEP.

3. Key techniques of the distributed SOC

3.1 The distributed framework

The proposed distributed framework includes a server and a few clients. The client is the security probe deployed in every site and the server is the data analysis center deployed in IHEP. All the sites within the framework are highly collaborative and have mutual trust. To ensure data security, the transmission between the client and the server is protected. The framework is shown in figure 1.

![Figure 1: The distributed framework](image)

The functions of security probe mainly include data collection and data application. The data application include automatic response and intelligence sharing. The collected data of the security probes are encrypted and transmitted to the server. The server then analyzes all site data and processes these data in the threat intelligence platform, the situation awareness system, the threat detection and the response services. The comparation between the original SOC and the DSOC based on the aforementioned five data processing sections is shown in figure 2. All data processing sections of the original SOC are deployed in IHEP, but parts of data processing sections of the DSOC are deployed in every site.
The DSOC uses different technologies to build five data processing sections as shown in figure 3. We will introduce these technologies in detail in the following.

### 3.2 Data collection of security probe

The security probe collects security data of every site. On the one hand, we configure Rsyslog service to collect firewall logs, Intrusion Prevention System logs and other security devices logs. On the other hand, we set up Zeek [18] on the security probe to parse raw network packets. And then, the collected security device logs and network traffic data are sent to the data analysis center in IHEP from the probe by using Filebeat [19] which encrypts the transmission over wide area network to ensure the data security of sites.

### 3.3 Data preprocessing and storage

The data analysis center in IHEP firstly uses logstash to receive all sites data. The logstash [20] can decrypt the data and output into kafka [21]. And then we read the data stream from kafka and transform these data into structured form by using data correlation and data statistics methods. The structured data are stored into ElasticSearch [22]. The data preprocessing and storage process can be found in figure 4.
3.4 Data analysis

There are three kinds of data analysis methods in the DSOC system: rule-based data analysis, threshold-based data analysis and AI-based data analysis.

The rule-based data analysis uses the known attack features to detect specific attack patterns. For example, the log4j2 vulnerability attack can be detected from the network traffic if the http protocol network packets contain string like ‘jndi:ldap://’ or ‘jndi:rmi’, and we use the feature string in the detection rule.

The threshold-based data analysis compares the statistics with the specific threshold to detect attacks. For example, the brute force attack detection for login servers counts the number of login failures, and if the number is larger than the threshold, the login IP address is detected as a malicious IP. The detection flow is shown in figure 5.

The AI-based data analysis deploys anomaly detection algorithms and deep neural network to detect attacks. For example, we have developed two weakly-supervised method for malicious network traffic detection [23, 24]. These methods apply multiple instance learning to achieve the fine-grained classification of network traffic. The experiment results have demonstrated our detection methods are better than the state-of-the-art detection systems[23, 24].

3.5 Automatic response

The automatic response leverages agent and server components to handle the malicious IP addresses detected by the data analysis methods. The server, deployed in the data analysis center, generates an automatic response and sends the command to all distributed agents to block the event. The commands contain malicious IP and blocking operations. The agent of the automatic response
deployed in the security probe can receive the malicious IP from the server and then perform the blocking operations in the site by the API of IPS, firewall or router. In addition, we adopt dynamic blocking strategy which includes 6 blocking levels: 4 hours, 1 day, 1 week, 1 month, 1 year, indefinitely respectively.

3.6 Threat intelligence

The functions of the threat intelligence platform can be classified as four parts. The first part is threat intelligence collection which aggregates threat intelligence from two sources. One source is the malicious IP database which stores the detected and blocked IP addresses from all sites. The other source is the security related websites which post the malicious IP dataset periodically such as structured data feeds. The second part of the threat intelligence platform is threat intelligence storage which builds a graph database [25] to store the collected threat intelligence based on the STIX standard [26]. The third part is threat intelligence sharing in which security probes pull threat intelligence from the threat intelligence database. The last part is the threat intelligence application which uses the malicious IP for the threat detection and automatic blocking.

3.7 Security situation awareness

The security situation awareness can provide the overview of security status of every site by visualizing several statistics, such as the number of threats, the trends of threats, and the origins of threats. The used technologies include Django framework [27], Vue.js [28] and Echarts [29]. Meanwhile, the access control strategy is set up to ensure the data security so that one site can’t view the security status of other sites.

4. Applications

The DSOC has been applied to institute of high energy physics (IHEP) and deployed in 4 collaborative large scientific facilities and 3 scientific data centers. The number of site data types collected and analyzed in the DSOC system is 9 as shown in figure 6.

For the authentication data of sites such as secure shell (SSH) logs, single sign-on (SSO) logs and mail system logs, the DSOC can send alert emails to the user after a detection of an unusual login to his account. For example, a user’s email account was leaked because of phishing mail. And then the intruder logged into his account at mid-night. The DSOC detected the unusual login and sent an alert email to the user. This user read our notice in the morning and changed his password.

For the security alerts logs such as network intrusion detection system (NIDS), host intrusion detection system (HIDS), web application firewall (WAF) and intrusion prevention system (IPS), the DSOC can filter 99% false positives and perform automatic response. For example, the DSOC counts the number of backdoor attacks and compares with a threshold. If the number is larger than the threshold, the attack IP of backdoor attack is blocked automatically.

In addition, the DSOC also analyzes DNS logs of sites to detect DNS flood attack. The DSOC firstly counts the number of DNS queries. If the number is larger than the threshold, the DNS flood attack is detected and the attack IP is blocked automatically if the queries are from the external IP, but if the queries are from the internal IP, the DSOC sends alerts emails to security manager to handle.
The automatic blocking of sites has 4 steps in general. For example, the automatic blocking applied in China National Genomics Data Center (NGDC) includes: 1) security probe in NGDC sends the IPS, WAF and firewall logs; 2) data analysis center aggregates logs and extracts the malicious IP; 3) security probe pulls the malicious IP by the https protocol; 4) security probe operates the IPS in NGDC to block the malicious IP. The blocking strategy in site NGDC is set as blocking for 4 hours.

In total, the number of attack types identified by the DSOC is 12 and there are 6 blocking levels applied for different attack types. The figure 7 shows the attack types and the number of blocked IP addresses in 2022.

The DSOC has provided situation awareness for 7 sites. The figure 8 and 9 show the visualizations of the situational awareness in their operational environment in IHEP and in NGDC.

5. Conclusion

The paper presents the distributed SOC (DSOC) which can provide the centralized management of multiple sites. The DSOC is composed of the data analysis center in IHEP and multiprobe in sites which can achieve several sites security defense collaboration. The application of the DSOC in 7 sites has improved the security defense ability for multiple sites. The next goal would be to add more threat detection functions for the DSOC, such as network file leakage detection.
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Figure 7: Attack type and the number of blocked IP addresses in 2022

Figure 8: Situation awareness in IHEP
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Figure 9: Situation awareness in NGDC
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